
Duck   and 
the   Slush   Shop 



 
Grow  Your 

 Phonics Skills!
Look for the digraphs 

 

sh, ck

Try these decodable words! 
See page 15  for more. 

 

dash 

luck 

New Vocabulary 

slush: partially melted 
snow or ice 

Let’s  Read! 
Scan the QR code 

to watch a fun 2-minute 
video about the book.

https://vimeo.com/showcase/10874229
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Nick     and     Josh     have     a     

quick     dash     to     the     Slush  

Shop.  

"No, Duck!" the man said. 

Duck quacks and goes 

to dash with the cash. 
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We see Duck rush out 

of the shop with the 

cash. 

The man is in shock. 

He shuts his shop. 
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"We cannot get a slush 

if the shop is shut." 

"Let us help get your 

cash back!" said Josh. 
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"I wish I had a slush!" 

"Shhhhhh. Did that bush 

say 'quack'?" said Nick. 

"It is Duck!" Josh said 

with a hush. 
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Nick and Josh are in 

luck! 

Duck     had     the     cash     in     

a     shed.  
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We see Duck dash in 

a rush. 

"Let us rush back to 

the shop with the cash," 

Nick said. 
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The     man     sets     his     cash     

back     in     the     tip     dish.  

"What     slush     will     you     

have?"  

The     Slush     Shop     is     back!  
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Phonics Fun 

Choose 5 words from the 
list of words in the book.  
Partner 1 reads a word.  
Partner 2 writes it. 
Switch. 

High Frequency Words 

goes 
say 

what 
your 

Comprehension

How would this story 
change if it happened 
somewhere else? 

Decodable Words 

back 
cash 
dash 
dish 
duck 
hush 
Josh 
luck 
Nick 

quack 
quick 
rush 
shed 
shock 
shop 
shut 
slush 
wish 
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Scan the QR code for a phonics lesson 
in English and Spanish 

Patents Pending 

Duck and the Slush Shop 
Decodable Set: 11 
Skill: Digraphs  sh, ck 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/10874229
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